INTERNATIONAL ONLY – In a narrow channel, a vessel overtaking another sounds what signal to indicate her intent to pass?
A one short to signal to alter course to starboard
B one short to signal to alter course to port
C **two prolonged and one short to alter course to starboard** Rule 34(c)(i)
D two prolonged and one short to signal intent to turn to port

INTERNATIONAL ONLY – In a narrow channel, a vessel being overtaken sounds what signal to show agreement with a signal from the overtaking vessel?
A one short blast agreeing to be overtaken on starboard
B two short blasts agreeing to be overtaken on starboard
C **one prolonged, one short, one prolonged, one short** Rule 34(c)(ii)
D five short

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND – A fishing vessel underway in restricted visibility, not making way, will sound what signal?
A one prolonged blast every two minutes
B one prolonged blast every one minutes
C **one prolonged blasts followed by two short blasts every two minute** Rule 35(c)
D one prolonged, one short, one prolonged, one short blasts

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND – A vessel engaged in fishing at anchor in restricted visibility will sound what signal?
A ring a bell for five seconds every two minutes
B ring a bell for five seconds every one minutes
C **one prolonged blasts followed by two short blasts every two minute** Rule 35(d)
D one prolonged, one short, one prolonged, one short blasts

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND – A vessel of less than 7 meters in length in restricted visibility must make what sound signal?
A one prolonged whistle blast every two minutes
B one prolonged whistle blast every one minutes
C one prolonged blasts followed by two short blasts every two minute
D **an efficient sound signal every two minutes** Rule 35(j)

INTERNATIONAL & INLAND – A pilot vessel engaged in pilotage duties may sound an identity signal of
A five short blasts
B **four short blasts** Rule 35(i or k)
C one prolonged blasts followed by two short blast
D an efficient sound signal every two minutes